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By A. GARDEN 
OEPUTY 
Attorney fix Plaintiff Tirnothy Iliilliams 
IN YiiF DISTRICT COURT OF THE FC)liJR'ff-l JUDlGIAl DIS'TRIC?' 01: 1 WE S'I'A I I< O F  
IDAHO, IN AND FOR 'THE COUNTY OF ADA 
TIMOTHY WII-LIAMS, an individual, ) 
) CaseNo.: ~ - - - ( 3 c  -Ad fI3 22331 
Plaintiff, ) 
) TIMO'TW'I' WILLIAR1S' NO'TICE OF 
VS. 
) APPEAL AND PETITION FOR 
) JunrcrAn, REVIEW 
) STATE OF IDAHO, BOARD OF REAL. Section: R-2 
ESTATE APPRAISERS, a department within ) F ~ ~ :  $78.00 




In the Matter ot'the License of: 
TIMOTI-IY WILLIAMS, 
L.ieense No. CGA- 193, 
COMES NOW Tirnothy Williams, by and through I~is counsel of record, the law iirn~ of 
Trout + Jones +Glcdhill +Fuhnnan, P.A., and pursuant to Idaho Code 5 67-5270 ct. scq. and 
IDAPA 8 04.11.790, hereby appeals to the District Court fcjr the State of Idaho from tllc Final 
Order entered by the Idaho Real Estate Appraiser Boarcl on IL'ovember 10, 2008, adopting the 
Hearing Officer's Order on Pending Motions dated August 27, 2008. 
00004 
I IMO'THY W l i  LIAMS' NOTIC'F 0 1  AI'I'I A1 AN11 P t  1.1 I'ION TOR I'IJI1ICIAI Rf VII W 1 
I. PARTIES 
I .  Timothy Willims ("Plaintiff' or -'WWillims") is an individual and licensed MIA 
real estate appraiser in the state of Idaho, license No. CCA- 193. 
2. The Idaho Board of Real Estate Appraisers ("Board") is a department created by 
and pursuant to the laws of the state of Idaho. 
11. VENUE & JUMSDICTION 
3. This Court has jurisdiction over the matter pursuant to Idaho Code 5-514 and 
67-527 1. 
4. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 5-404 and 67-5272. 
5. Plaintiff has exhausted all administrative remedies available to him. 
6. The Board's November 10, 2008 Final Order is a final agency action subject to 
judicial review pursuant to Idaho Code 9 67-5270(3). 
111. PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
7. The Final Order entered by the Board specifically adopted the Hearing Officer's 
August 27, 2008 Order on Pending Motions. The August 27, 2008 Order on Pending Motions 
adopted the Hearing Officer's Order on Respondent's Pending Motions entered July 30, 2008. 
Therefore, Mr. Williams appeals both the July 30 and August 27 Orders entered by the Hearing 
Officer and subsequently adopted as final by the Board. 
8. Issue on Appeal: 
(a) It is undisputed that the Board conducted an investigation into alleged 
conduct by Mr. Williams as a result of a letter from Brad Janoush dated 
January 20, 2005. It is also undisputed that the "Janoush investigation" 
was initiated without (1) a written sworn complaint or (2) a motion by the 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS' NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 2 
00005 
Board. Plaintiff maintains that the Janoush investigation was irnproper 
and in violation of ldaho Code $ 54-4107 (2005 version), the 1&&o 
Bureau of Occupational Licenses"1BOL"') procedures, as well as the 
Board's adopted disciplinary procedures and policies. Therebre, any 
cause of action brought by the Board against Mr. Williams relating to or 
based upon the information obtained in the Janoush investigation was 
improper and should be dismissed. 
(b) The Board erred by determining that a sworn complaint or a motion by the 
Board was not necessary to initiate an investigation into the alleged 
conduct of Mr. Williams at the time the investigation was commenced. 
9. Plaintiff requests that the agency record be comprised of: 
(a) November 10, 2008 Final Order 
(b) August 27,2008 Order on Pending Motions 
(c) July 30,2008 Order on Respondent's Pending Motions 
(d) Respondent's Motion for Reconsideration of the July 30, 2008 Order on 
Respondent's Pending Motions 
(e) State's Response to Respondent's Motions for Certification and 
Reconsideration 
( f )  Respondent's Motion to Dismiss All Allegations Not Supported by a 
Sworn Complaint or Motion by the Board of Real Estate Appraisers 
(g) Affidavit of Burt R. Willie in Support of in Support of Respondent's 
Motion to Dismiss all Allegations not Supported by a Sworn Complaint of 
Motion by the Idaho Board of Real Estate Appraisers 
(h) Affidavit of Kimbell D. Gourley in Support of Respondent's Motion to 
Dismiss Complaint Filed June 13,2008 
(i) State's Opposition to Respondent's Motions to Dismiss and Motion in 
Limine 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS' NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 3 00006 
Cj) Affidavit of Budd A. Hetrick 
(k) Asdavit of Maria Brown 
10. Service of this Petition for Judicial Review has been made on the Board and its 
attorney of record at the time of the filing of this Petition. 
IV. ATTOWEY FEES 
Mr. Williams has been required to retain the law firm Trout + Jones + Gledlull + 
F h a n ,  P.A., in order to prosecute this action and has agreed to pay said attorney a reasonable 
attorney fee. The Plaintiff is entitled to attorneys fees pursuant to Idaho Code tj$ 12-1 17 and 12- 
120. 
WHEREFORE, Mr. Williams prays for judgment against the Board as follows: 
1. For an order of the Court dismissing with prejudice all claims and/or causes of 
action alleged by the Board against Mr. Williams that resulted from the investigation improperly 
initiated by the Janoush letter. 
3 . For an award of costs and attorneys fees pursuant to Idaho Code $5 12-1 17 and 
12- 120; and 
3. For such other and fbrther relief as the Court deems just. 
DATED thisc??dY of November, 2008. 
TROUT * JONES e GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN, P.A. 
By: 
Attorneys for ~ l a F f f  
J 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS' NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 4 00007 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDlCIAL DISTRICT OF 
TI-IE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, an individual, 
Petitioner, 
STATE OF IDAHO, BOARD OF REAL 
ESTATE APPRAISERS, a department 
within the state of Idaho, 
Respondent. 
In the Matter of the License of: 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, 
License No. CGA-193 
Case No. CVOC0822331 
ORDER GOVERNING 
JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Petition for Judicial Review having been filed herein, and it appearing that the 
issues presented on appeal are questions of law and fact; and it further appearing that a 
transcript is necessary to process this appeal: 
It is ORDERED: 
1) That upon completion of the record the agency shall mail or deliver a notice of 
filing of transcript and record to all attorneys of record or parties appearing in person and 
to the district court. 
2) That the notice shall inform the parties before the agency that they pick up a 
\v copy of the transcript and record at the agency and that the parties have fourteen (14) 
@ ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW - Page I 
days from the date of the mailing of the notice in which to file with the agency any 
objections, and the notice will further advise the petitioner to pay the balance of the fees 
for preparation before the transcript and record will be delivered to the petitioner. 
3) That the Agency shall transmit the settled transcript and record to the district 
court within forty-two (42) days of the service of the petition for judicial review. 
4) That the Agency, upon filing with the Court the record, shall send notice of 
such filing to all parties; 
5) That the Petitioner's brief shall be filed and served within thirty-five (35) days of 
the date the transcript and record are filed with the Court. 
6) That the Respondent's brief shall be filed and served within twenty-eight (28) 
days after service of Petitioner's brief. 
7) That Petitioner's reply brief, if any, shall be filed and served within twenty-one 
(21) days after service of Respondent's brief 
8) That either party may notice the matter for oral argument after all briefs are 
filed, and that if within fourteen (14) days after the final brief is filed, neither party does so 
notice for oral argument, the Court will deem oral argument waived and decide the case 
on the briefs and the 
Dated this 3 day of December, 2008. 
D. DUFF McKEE 
Senior District Judge 
ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW - Page 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this day of December, 2008, 1 mailed (served) a 
true and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
KIMBELL GOURLEY 
BURT R. WILLIE 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. 
POST OFFICE BOX 109'7 
BOISE IDAHO 83701 
MICHAEL S. GILMORE 
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 
LEN B. JORDAN BLDG, LOWER LEVEL 
BOISE, ID 83720-001 0 
STATE OF IDAHO BOARD OF REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
OWYEE PLAZA SUITE 220 
1 109 MAIN STREET 
BOISE IDAHO 83'702-5642 
NAYLOR & HALES, PC 
950 W BANNOCK, STE 610 
BOISE, ID 83702 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
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Kimbell D. Gourley, ISB No. 3578 
Burt R. Willie, 1SB No. 7720 
TROUT + JONES +GLEDWILL +FUWRMAN, P.A. 
The 9"h & Idaho Center 
225 North 9& Street, Suite 820 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 33 1 - 1 170 
Facsimile: (208) 33 1 -1 529 
Attomeys for Petitioner Timothy Williams 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, an individual, 
) Case No.: CV OC 082233 1 
Petitioner, ) 
) TIMOTHY WILLIAMS' AMENDED 
VS. ) NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION 
) FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
) STATE OF IDAHO, BOARD OF REAL 
ESTATE APPRAISERS, a department within ) 




In the Matter of the License of: ) 
) 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, 
License No. CGA- 193, > 
COMES NOW Petitioner Timothy Williams (Respondent in prior action initiated by the 
Idaho Board of Real Estate Appraisers), by and through his counsel of record, the law firm of 
Trout + Jones +Gledhill +Fuhrman, P.A., and pursuant to Idaho Code 5 67-5270 et. seq. and 
IDAPA 5 04.1 1.790, hereby submits this Amended Notice of Appeal and Petition for Judicial 
Review to the District Court for the State of Idaho from the Final Order entered by the Idaho 
Real Estate Appraiser Board on November 6, 2008, adopting the Hearing Officer's Order on 
Pending Motions dated August 27, 2008. 
O O O I l  
TIk1OTHY WILLIAMS' AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 1 
1. PARTIES 
1. Timothy Williams ("Petitioner" or "Williams") is an individual and licensed MIA 
real estate appraiser in the state of Idaho, license No. CGA-193. 
2. The Idaho Board of Real Estate Appraisers ("'Board") is a department created by 
and pursuant to the laws of the state of Idaho. 
11. VENUE & JUMSDICTION 
3. This Court has jurisdiction over the matter pursuant to Idaho Code 5 5-514 and 
67-527 1. 
4. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 5-404 and 67-5272. 
5. Petitioner has exhausted all administrative remedies available to him. 
6.  The Board's November 6,2008 Final Order is a final agency action subject to 
judicial review pursuant to Idaho Code $ 67-5270(3). 
111. PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
7. The Final Order entered by the Board specifically adopted the Hearing Officer's 
August 27, 2008 Order on Pending Motions. The August 27, 2008 Order on Pending Motions 
adopted the Hearing Officer's Order on Respondent's Pending Motions entered July 30, 2008. 
Therefore, Mr. Williams appeals both the July 30 and August 27 Orders entered by the Hearing 
Officer and subsequently adopted as final by the Board. 
8. Oral argument in this matter was held before the appointed Hearing Officer, Jean 
Uranga, on June 30,2008 and August 25,2008. 
00012 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS' AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 2 
9. Petitioner does not request a transcript of the oral arguments held on June 39, 
2008 and Aumst 25,2008. 
10. Issue on Appeal: 
(a) It is undisputed that the Board conducted an investigation into alleged 
conduct by Mr. LVilliams as a result of a letter from Brad Janoush dated 
January 20, 2005. It is also undisputed that the "Janoush investigation" 
was initiated without (1 ) a written sworn complaint or (2) a motion by the 
Board. Petitioner maintains that the Janoush investigation was improper 
and in violation of Idaho Code 5 54-4107 (2005 version), the Idaho 
Bureau of Occupational Licenses' ("IBOL") procedures, as well as the 
Board's adopted disciplinary procedures and policies. Therefore, any 
cause of action brought by the Board against Mr. Williams relating to or 
based upon the information obtained in the Janoush investigation was 
improper and should be dismissed. 
(b) The Board erred by determining that a sworn complaint or a motion by the 
Board was not necessary to initiate an investigation into the alleged 
conduct of Mr. Williams at the time the investigation was commenced. 
11. Petitioner requests that the agency record be comprised of: 
(a) November 6,2008 Final Order 
(b) August 27,2008 Order on Pending Motions 
(c) August 25, 2008 Order vacating evidentiary hearing by stipulation of the 
parties 
(d) July 30, 2008 Order on Respondent's Pending Motions 
00013 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS' AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 3 
(e) Respondent's Motion for Reconsideration of the July 30, 2008 Order on 
Respondent's Pending Motions 
(i) State's Response to Respondent's Motions for Certification and 
Reconsideration 
(8) Respondent's Motion to Dismiss All Allegations Not Supported by a 
Sworn Complaint or Motion by the Board of Real Estate Appraisers 
(h) Affidavit of Burt R. Willie in Support of in Support of Respondent's 
Motion to Dismiss all Allegations not Supported by a Sworn Complaint of 
Motion by the Idaho Board of Real Estate Appraisers 
(i) Affidavit of Kimbell D. Courley in Support of Respondent's Motion to 
Dismiss Complaint filed June 13, 2008 
(j) Respondent's Motion in Limine in the Alternative to Complete Dismissal 
of the Complaint, filed June 13,2008 
(k) State's Opposition to Respondent's Motions to Dismiss and Motion in 
Lirnine 
(1) Affidavit of Budd A. Hetrick 
(m) Affidavit of Maria Brown 
(n) Complaint, tiled November 8,2007 
12. Service of this Amended Petition for Judicial Review has been made on the Board 
and its attorney of record at the time of the filing of this Petition. 
13. Estimated payment has been provided to the clerk of the Board for preparation of 
the record. 
IV. ATTORNEY FEES 
Mr. Williams has been required to retain the law firm Trout + Jones + Gledhill + 
Fuhrman, P.A., in order to prosecute this action and has agreed to pay said attorney a reasonable 
attorney fee. Petitioner is entitled to attorneys fees pursuant to Idaho Code $ 5  12- 1 17 and 12- 120. 
00014 
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WHEREFORE, Mr. Williams prays for j udpen t  against the Board as t'ollows: 
1. For an order of the Court dismissing with prejudice all claims and/or causes of 
action alleged by the Board against Mr. Williams that resulted from the investigation improperly 
initiated by the Janoush letter. 
2. For an award of costs and attorneys fees pwrsuant to Idaho Code i j @  12- 11 7 and 
12-120; a d  
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just. 
DATED this &day of December, 2008. 
TROUT + JONES + GLEDHILL* FUHRMAN, P.A. 
By: 
Burt R. Willie, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
O O O l S  
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS' AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 5 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE, STATE 




1 CASE NO. CVOGO82233 1 
1 
VS. ) CERTIFICATION OF AGENCY 
RECORD ON APPEAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
BOARE> OF ESTATE APPRAISERS,) 
1 
Respondent, 
COMES NOW the Idaho Board of Real Estate Appraisers, by and through 
the Bureau of Occupational Licenses, Tana Cory, Bureau Chief, and hereby submits the 
Agency Record on Appeal, pursuant to Idaho Code sections 67-5249 and 67-5275. The 
undersigned hereby certifies that the enclosed documents as listed in the index attached 
hereto are true and correct copies of the originals filed or submitted to the agency. 
Dated this 9 @ day of December 2008. 
Bureau Chief 
Bureau of Occupational Licenses 
CERTIFICATE OF AGENCY WCORD ON APPEAL - 1. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of December, 2008, I caused to be 
senfed a true aid correct copy of the Coregoirlg by the following method to: 
Clerk of the District Court a U.S. Mail 
Fourth Judicial District Hand Delivery 
5 13 W. Jefferson Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 




Burt R. Willie 
Trout Jones Cledhill Fuhrman, P.A. 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Roger J. Hales 
Naylor & Hales, PC 
950 W. Bannock, Ste. 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
a U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivery 




US.  Mail a Hand Delivery 
Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
Overnight Mail 
[rl Facsimile: 
0 Statehouse Mail 
Bureau of Occupational ~rucfses  
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Notice Of Appointment Of Hearing Officer 
Answer 
Notice Of Telephonic Pre-Hearing Conference 
Notice of Hearing 
Order 
Amended Notice of Hearing 
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum; C. Haunold, B. Johnstone, 
T. Orman, J. Holland, T. Williams, A. Owen, R. Robb, 
S. Langston, H. Scott Calhoun, T. Knipe, B. Janoush, 
C. Rowland, J. Graham 
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Johnstone, T. Orman, J. Holland, T. Williams, A. Owen, R. 
Robb, S. Langston, H. Scott Calhoun, T. Knipe, B. Janoush, C. 
Rowland, J. Graham 
Stipulation 
Second Amended Notice Of Deposistion Duces Tecum - 
B. Johnstone, C. Haunold, J. Holland, A. Owen, T. Robb, 
H. Scott Calhoun, T. Knipe, B. Janoush, C. Rowland, 
J. Graham, S. Langston, T. Orman, B. Knipe 
Notice of Hearing 
Respondents Motion To Dismiss Complaint 
Respondents Motion In Limine In the Alternative To Complete 
Dismissal Of The Complaint 
Respondents Motion To Dismiss All Allegations Not Supported 
By a Sworn Complaint Or  Motion By the ldaho Board of Real 
Estate Appraisers 
Affidavit of Burt R. Willie In Support of 
Respondents Motion To Dismiss All Allegations Not Supported 
By A Sworn Complaint Or Motion By the Idaho Board Of Real 
Estate Appraisers 
Stipulation 
Amended Notice of Continued Deposistion Duces Tecum 
J.Graham, B. Knipe 
Third Amended Notice Of Deposistion Duees Tecurn, 
B. Johnstone, N. Scott Calhoun 
Notice Of Continued Deposistion Duces Tecum, J. Graham 
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum 
Protective Order 
Afidavit. of Kimbell D. Gourley 
States Opposition To Respondents Motions To Dismiss And 
Motion In Lirnine 
Affidavit of Budd Hetrick 
Order On Respondents Pending Motions 
State's Response To Respondents Motions For Certification And 
For Reconsideration 
(fax) Order Vacating Evidentiary Hearing Setting 
Order On Pending Motions 
Final Order 
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Roger J .  I-lalcs [lbB ho. 37 1111, ~jI~iu~l~~i~Io~li~iirs.corn 
Ja~lies k. htoll [lbk3 h ~ .  4 1 bZ] ,  ~ l ~ , ~ n ~ i y i o r ~ ~ , t l i : s ? , c : ~ f ~ i l  
NAYLOIi & HALES, P.C. 
Atturileys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 6 10 
Borse, 1U 83702 
Telepl~one No. (208) 383-95 11 
F~csiinilc NO. (208) 383-95 16 
Attorneys for Respondent 
IN THE DlSTRlCT COURrT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN APU'D FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, an individual, 
Petitioner, 
VS 
STATE OF IDAHO, BOARD OF IGAL ESTATE 
APPRAISERS, a departn~ei~t within the state of 
Idaho, 
Respondent. 
In the Matter of the License o f  
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, 
License No. CGA- 193 
Case No. CV OC 08 2233 1 
ORDER TO AUGMENT RECORD 
Based upon the Stipulatioil of tlie parties and for good cause slio~t~n, 
IT IS HEKEBY ORDERED THAT the Agency Record in this matter is augmented 
to include those documents attached as Exhibit A to Respondent's Motion For Order to Augn~ent 
Record. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
ORDER TO AUGMENT RECORD - 1. 
Honorable D. Duff McKee 
Senior District Judge 
CEKTI FIGATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 18x of December, 2008, 1 ciio\ed to be 
sened, by the ~?lzthi>d(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Kin~bell D. Courley 
Trout, Jones, Gledhill, Fuhi-man, P.A. 
225 N. 9th Street, Ste. 520 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ldaho 83701 
Michael S. Cilmore 
Idaho Attorney General's Office 
Len B. Jordan Bldg, Lower Level 
Boise, ldaho 83720-001 0 
- A . S .  Mail 
- Hand Delivered 
- Federal Express 
- Fax Transmission 
33 1-1 529 
- A S .  Mail 
- Hand Delivered 
- Federal Express 
- Fax Transmissio~l 
854-8073 
Roger J. Hales 
James R. Stoll 
/U.S. Mail 
- Hand Delivered 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. - Federal Express 
Attorneys at Law - Fax Transmissioil 
950 MI. Bannock Street, Ste. 61 0 383-95 16 
Boise, ID 83702 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
A 
M:\IBOL\Real Estate Appraiser\Willianls v. Real Estate Appraiser Bd\Pleadings\7496-02 Order to Augment Record.wpd 
ORDER TO AUGMENT RECORD - 2. 
Kimbell 0. Gourley, ISB No. 3578 
Burt R. Willie, 1SB No. 7720 
TROUT + JONES +GLEDHILL +FUHRMAN, P.A. 
The 91h & ldaho Center 
225 North 9h Street, Suite 820 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 33 1-1 170 
Facsimile: (208) 3 3 1 - 1529 
Attomeys for Petitioner Timothy Williams 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUPJTY OF ADA 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, an individual, ) 




) PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR ORDER 
) TO AUGMENT RECORD 
STATE OF IDAHO, BOARD OF REAL 
ESTATE APPRAISERS, a depastment within ) 




In the Matter of the License of: 
1 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, ) 
License No. CCA- 193, 
COMES NOW Petitioner Timothy Williams by and through his counsel of record, the 
law firm of Trout + Jones + Gledhill +Fuhrrnan, P.A., and pursuant to Idaho Code 67-5276 and 
I.R.C.P. 84(1) moves the Court for an Order allowing the Record of Proceedings in this matter to 
be augmented. 
Certain pleadings filed in the prior proceeding before the appointed Hearing Officer for 
the Idaho Board of Real Estate Appraisers ("Board") are missing from the record lodged by the 
Board on December 9, 2008. Petitioner's Motion for Reconsideration and the Affidavit of Maria 
PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR ORDER TO AUGMENT RECORD - 1 
/*#I 
Maria Brown were not included in the Agency Record lodged with the Court. Both pleadings 
were requested in Petitioner's Amended Notice of Appeal and Petition for Judicial Review, and 
both pleadings will provide the Court will valuable inhmation and assist the Court in deciding 
the issue on appeal. Therefore, Petitioner respectfully requests that these two pleadings be added 
to the Agency Record and are attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
In addition, the parties are currently engaged in discussions to stipulate to certain facts 
that have been previously undisputed fclr purposes of the Petition for Judicial ~ev iew. '  However, 
in an effort to cornply with the Court's Scheduling Order, Petitioner desires to alert the Court to a 
potential need to augment the record pursuant to Idaho Code 967-5276 and I.R.C.P. 84(1). While 
Petitioner is optimistic that a stipulation can be reached, Petitioner also recognizes that if the 
parties are unable to reach a stipulation regarding these facts, it may be appropriate for Petitioner 
to depose a knowledgeable member of the Board to provide a more complete record for the 
court." 
In the prior proceeding before the Board, Petitioner asserted, and opposing counsel 
stipulated and acknowledged, that no motion was made by the Board prior to the commencement 
of an investigation of Petitioner and his business based upon a letter sent by Brad Janoush on 
January 20, 2005 ("Janoush ~nvesti~ation").~ As identified in Petitioner's Notice of Appeal and 
Amended Petition for Judicial Review, this previously undisputed fact is relevant to the issue 
before this Court: 
It is undisputed that the Board conducted an investigation into alleged conduct by 
Mr. Williams as a result of a letter fiom Brad Janoush dated January 20, 2005. It 
is also undisputed that the "Janoush investigation" was initiated without (1) a 
written sworn complaint or (2) a motion by the Board. Petitioner maintains that 
the Janoush investigation was improper and in violation of Idaho Code § 54-4107 
t See Affidavit of Kimbell D. Gourley in Support of Petitioner's Motion for Order to Augment Record. 
' Id. 
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(2005 version), the Idaho Bureau of Occupational Licenses' (*"IBOL") 
procedures, as well as the Board's adopted disciplinary procedures and policies. 
Therefore, ally cause of action brought by the Board against Mr. Williams relating 
to or based upon the infomation obtained in the Janoush invesligatio~r was 
improper and should be dismissed. 
Petitioner's Amended Notice of Appeal itnd Petition for Judicial Review, p. 3. 
While Petitioner understands that the Board may take the position that such an action was 
not needed or was implied within the context of other ageements with the Idaho Bureau of 
Occupational Licenses, throughout the course of the prior proceeding before the appointed 
Hearing Officer, it was undisputed that the Janoush investigation was initiated without a sworn 
complaint or a motion by the ~oard."ue to the fact that no motion was made by the Board, or 
was ever alleged to have been made by the Board, Petitioner did not go to the expense of 
deposing a inember of the Board to establish what was not in dispute5 However, Petitioner 
recognizes that if the parties cannot stipulate that no motion was made by the Board prior to the 
commencement of the Janoush Investigation, the record before the Court may need to be 
supplemented. Therefore, if the parties are not able to reach a stipulation, Petitioner requests the 
opportunity to depose a knowledgeable Board member to resolve any discrepancy in the record 
regarding the lack of a motion made by the Board to initiate the Janoush Investigation. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this d a y  of December, 2008. 
TROUT * JONES * GLEDHILL* FUHRMAN, P.A. 
Kimbell D. Courley, OS theipirm 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
"d. 
Id. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of December, 2008, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing docment was served as "iitllows: 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 Bannock St., Ste. 610 [ ] Overni&t Delivery 
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Kimbell D. Gourley, ISB No. 3578 
Burt R. Willie, ISB No. 7720 
TROUT + JONES + (3LEDWlLL + FUWRMAN, P.A. 
The gth & Idaho Center 
225 North gfh Street, Suite 820 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 33 1 - 1 1 70 
Facsimile: (208) 33 1 -1 529 
Attorney for Respondent Timothy W illiarns 
BEFORE THE BOARD OF REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
STATE OF IDAHO 
In the Matter of the License of: ) 
) Case No.: REA-2008-4 1 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, 
License No. CGA- 193, 
Respondent. 
1 
) RESPONDENT'S MOTION FOR 
) RECONSIDERATION 
j (Pursuant to Rules 711 & 770) 
) 
COMES NOW Timothy Williams (""Respondent'"), by and througb his counsel of record, 
Trout + Jones +Gledhill +Fuhmran, P.A., and pursuant to IDAPA $5 04.1 1.71 1 and 04.1 1.770, 
hereby submits the following Motion for Reconsideration of the Hearing Officer's Order on 
Respondent's Pending Motions ("Order"), entered July 30, 2008. Specifically, Respondent 
respectfully requests that the Hearing Officer reconsider her decision to deny Respondent's 
Motion to Dismiss all Allegations not Supported by a Sworn Complaint or Motion by the Idaho 
Board of Real Estate Appraisers ("Board"). 
I. 
INTRODUCTION 
On July 30, 2008, the Hearing Officer in the above-captioned case denied Respondent's 
Motion to Dismiss all Allegations not Supported by a Sworn Complaint or Motion by the Idaho 
Board of Real Estate Appraisers, determining that a sworn complaint or a motion 
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was rzot necessary to initiate an investigation into an Idaho Appraiser's alleged misconduct. See 
Order, p. 4. It is undisputed that an investigation was unde&ak.en as a result of a letter &om Brad 
Jmoush dated January 20, 2005 ("Janoush letter"). It is also undisputed that the "Janoush 
investigation" was initiated without a written sworn complaint or motion by the Board. 
Respondent has maintained that the Jmoush investigation was improper and in violation of Idaho 
Code $54-41 0'7, the Idaho Bureau of Occupational Licenses' ("IBOL") procedures, as well as the 
Boards' adopted disciplinary procedures and policies. Respondent, therefore, respecthlly 
requests that the Hearing Officer reconsider her decision. 
11. 
ARGUMENT 
A. All Alle~ations Contained in the Board's Complaint that are not Supported by a 
"Sworn Complaint" or by a Motion bv the Board should be Dismissed. 
While Idaho Code 954-41 06(2)(c) provides the general authority for the Board to conduct 
investigations into the activities of licensed appraisers, Idaho Code 9 54-4107 specifically 
provides the method by which the Board may initiate these investigations. Idaho Code 9 54- 
4107 states that "[tlhe board shall upon a written sworn complaint or may upon its own motion 
investigate the actions of any state licensed or certified real estate appraiser . . . ." 1.C. 9 54-41 07 
(emphasis added). ldaho Code mandates that the Board only initiate an investigation by two 
methods, a written sworn complaint or the Board's own motion. 
1. The 2008 Amended Idaho Code tj 54-4107 is Irrelevant to this Case Because the 
Amended Statute Does not Apply Retroactively. 
In the July 30, 2008 Order, the Hearing Officer refers to the 2008 version of Idaho Code 
5 54-4107 and points to a change in the language from prior versions. The 2008 version of Idaho 
Code 5 54-4107 is irrelevant to the issue at hand because the Janoush letter was received on 
January of 2005 and an investigation in response to the allegations contained therein was 
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initiated no later than 2007. Any 2008 revisions or mendments to Idaho Code 4 54-4107 do not 
retroactively apply to the circumstances in this case: 
Retrospective or retroactive legislation is not favored. Hence, it is a well-settled 
and hdamental rule of statutory constmction, variously stated, that all statutes 
are to be construed as having only a prospective operation, and not as operating 
retrospectively. It is equally well settled as a hdamental rule of statutory 
construction supported and established by numerous judicial decisions that 
statutes are not to be construed as having a reQoactive effect. 
Winarzs v. Swisher, 68 Idaho 364, 367, 195 P.2d 357, 359 (1048). Instead, it is a long standing 
rule in Idaho that "an amendment to an existing statute will not, absent an express legislative 
statement to the contrary, be held to be retroactive in application." Nebeker v. Piper Aircraft 
Corp., 1 13 Idaho 609, 6 14, 747 P.2d 1 8, 23 (1 987); State v. h i e e l  Chemical Industries, Ltd., 
141 Idaho 102, 105, 106 P.3d 428, 431 (2005). In finding that no facts existed to demonstrate a 
clear legislative intent that the statue at issue apply retroactively, the court in Daicel Chemical 
stated that "the legislature, in setting the effective date of the new statute, demonstrated an intent 
that it not be given retrospective effect." Id. 
Here, like &ice1 Chemical, the legislature explicitly provided in Idaho Code 9 54-41 07 
that the effective date of the changes will take effect on July 1, 2008. I.C. 54-4107. There is 
no legislative intent to make the amendment apply retroactively. Rather, to the contrary, the 
2008 changes were not to take effect until July 1, 2008. See Id. Therefore, the 2008 amended 
version 9 54-4107 is irrelevant as to whether the Janoush investigation, at the time it was 
initiated and cannot serve as a basis to deny Respondent's Motion to Dismiss. 
Prior to the launch of the investigation into Respondent's appraisal activity, Mr. Janoush 
failed to submit a sworn complaint. There is also no evidence or allegation that the Board made 
its own motion to initiate an investigation of Mr. Williams' alleged conduct, and no resolutions 
have been produced evidencing such a motion by the Board. The amended version of Idaho 
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Code 8 54-4107 is not qplicable and, thcref-ore, my investigation that the Board undertook, in 
2007 or earlier, must have been based upon a "written sworn complaint'br a motion by the 
B o d .  
2. A More Specific Statute Controls Over a More General Statute. 
Idaho Code 5 54-4107 is more specific regarding the Board's auhorized investigation 
process than Idaho Code $54-4106(2)(c), which merely states that the Board is authorized to 
conduct investigations. "Where two statutes appear to apply to the same case or subject matter, 
the specific statute will control over the Inore general statute." Gooding Cotdnty v. Wybenga, 137 
Idaho 201, 205, 46 P.3d 18, 22 (2002). "A later more specific statute controls over an earlier or 
more general statute." Beehler v. Fremont County, 145 Idaho 656, 182 P.3d 713, 716 (Ct. App. 
2008). "Separate statutes dealing with the same subject matter should be construed 
harmoniously, if at all possible, so as to fusther legislative intent." Id. 
Wfule Idaho Code $54-4106(2)(c) authorizes the Board to investigate its members, Idaho 
Code 5 54-4107 specifically provides the proper procedure to follow when performing the 
authorized investigation. Simply authorizing the Board to conduct investigations does not grant 
it the power to ignore the required procedures. Such procedures were likely adopted to provide 
safeguards to a person's livelihood, reputation, and privacy, and required that certain formalities 
were utilized for increased reliability before investigating an appraiser's alleged misconduct. 
Before an investigation may be launched into an Idaho appraiser's profession, Idaho Code i j  54- 
4107 requires that allegations must be in the form of a written sworn complaint or motion by the 
Board. 
Idaho Code 9 54-4107 is both more specific and comes after Idaho Code $ 54-4106. 
Idaho law clearly requires that the more specific statute is the controlling authority and should be 
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enforced. ldaho Code 54-4107 is more specific in regad to the Board" ability and the 
procedure required to investigate an appraiser and controls in this case. 
In 2007, the Board initiated an investigation of Respondent based upon the allegations 
contained in the Janoush letter; however, the fact remains that no sworn complaint was ever filed 
with the Board and no motion was ever made by the Board. As a result, the investigation was 
unlawhl and invalid, and the resulting allegations contained in the Board's "formal Complaint" 
should be dismissed. 
3. "Formal Complaint" 
In the July 30, 2008 Order, the Wearing Officer recognized, and Respondent 
acknowledges, that there is a difference between the initial complaint filed against an appraiser 
and the "formal complaint" filed by the Board to initiate a contested matter. Respondent also 
achowledges that a formal complaint is only filed after an investigation has already been 
performed, at whch time the Board elects whether or not to file a formal complaint. However, 
Respondent contends that a violation of Idaho Code jj 54-4107 occurred prior to the investigation 
because a written sworn complaint was not filed and no motion by the Board was made to 
initiate the investigation of Respondent. 
The policies adopted by the Board and IBOL hrther define what is meant by the required 
written sworn complaint to initiate an investigation. "All procedures available under the Board 
of Real Estate Appraisers shall be those adopted by the Bureau of Occupational Licenses." 
IDAPA Cj 24.18.01. Both the main website for the IBOL and the website specific to the Idaho 
Board of Real Estate Appraisers provide the method for filing a complaint against a licensed or 
certified Idaho real estate appraiser. See How to File a Complaint, 
http://ibol.idaho.gov/IBOL/General/IBOL~Complaint~ 1 formation.htrn. The websites provide 
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the proper complaint form to be utilized when filing a complaint and provides a list of 
infoanation that must be contained in a submitted ""complaint form:" 
Y o u  name, home address &: phone number, and your work or other daytime 
phone number; 
The name, address, phone fiumber, and profession of the individual you are 
complaining about (respondent); 
The dates and seauence of events constitutinuour complaint; 
- especially other 
license&re@stered individuals you may have seen who can provide information 
or give a second opinion; 
Anv evideilce in the form of written documents, contracts, or pictures (copies 
are riel; 
Any other information that you think would be of assistance to the investigation; 
Your sipnature on the complaint form. 
Id (emphasis added). "We must receive your completed and signed complaint form before we 
are able to take any action concerning your complaint. Upon receipt of your completed form, we 
will assess the information you have provided and begin the appropriate investigative 
procedures." Id. (emphasis added). 
The Board's July 10, 2007 investigative report was performed in response to a letter 
sent by Mr. Janoush on January 20, 2005. Mr. Janoush never submitted a sworn complaint on 
the recognized form and no motion by the Board was made. The complaint form, among other 
items, requires the complainant to detail the dates, times, and witnesses supporting the 
allegations contained in the complaint. See Complaint Form, http://ibol.idaho.gov/ 
IBOL/Forms/bo1%20complaint%2O~.htm. Mr. Janoush's January 20, 2005 letter fails to 
comply with the requirements contained in the complaint form and, instead, only provides vague 
allegations with no time firarne, dates, witnesses, or evidence supporting the allegations. 
Perhaps the most significant error is the missing language contained in the proper 
complaint form that is located directly above the required signature line, which states "This 
complaint is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge." See Complairzt Fornz, 
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h t tp : / l i bo l . i da t t o .gov / IBOL/Foms /bo l~n t%20  h . h t m .  Mr. Jmuush's one-page letter 
certainly does not constitute a "written sworn complaint," as required by Idaho Code $ 54-4307. 
IBOL and the Board chose to disregard the procedure mandated by Idaho Code and the rules 
governing the Board and IBOL. By doing so, they ignored the very rules they adopted, which no 
doubt were implemented to ensure the consistency and accuracy of every complaint, as well as 
insure the reliability and seriousness of the allegations made in a complaint prior to potentially 
injuring an appraiser's business and reputation through an investigation. The Board failed to 
comply with Idaho Code § 54-4107 and its own adopted policies when it wrongfully initiated an 
investigation based upon the Janoush letter. As a result of the violation of Idaho law, the 
allegations contained in the "formal Complaint" that were based upon the Janoush investigation 
should be dismissed. 
Adopted legal procedures, such as the authorized method for initiating an investigation, 
are in place to protect the rights of Idaho appraisers. The Board and IBOL, are required to follow 
their own procedures to ensure a fair and accurate disciplinary proceeding. The Board and IBOL 
failed to follow the applicable legal standards and the resulting allegations should be dismissed 
from the Board's Complaint. 
111. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above, Respondent respectfklly requests that the Hearing Officer 
reconsider her decision to deny Respondent's Motion to Dismiss all Allegations not Supported 
by a Sworn Complaint or Motion by the Idaho Board of Real Estate Appraisers. 
Respondent requests oral argument. 
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DATED this & j a y  of August, 2008. 
TR(1tl T * JONES + GI,I~DII~I,L* FUI-IRMAN, P.A. 
By: 
Attorneys for Respondent 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of August, 2008, a true and concct copy otthl: 
foregoing document was served as follows: 
Jean R. Urag~ga 
URANGA & UKANGA 
P.O. Box 1678 
Boise. ID 83701-1678 
Michael S. Gilmorc 
Deputy Attorney General 
Civil Litigation Division 
P.O. Box 83720 
Bose, ID 83720-001 0 
[ I Firs3lass Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[p(j Facsimile 
[ ] Ovemi$t Delivery 
[ ] First Class Mail 
[ 1 Hand Delivery 
k] Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
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( 2 )  8548073  
ERROR INFORMATION 
Trout + Jones +Gled.hll + F h m ,  P.A. 
The 9th & ldaho Center 
225 North Street, Suite 820 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ldaho 83701 
208-331 -1 1 70 
208-331 -1 529 (fax) 
TELECOMMUNICATION COVER PAGE 
// pages including cover page 
TO: Jean Uranga - 384-5686 
Michael Gilmore - 854-8073 
FROM: Burt R. Willie 
DATE: August 6,2008 
RE: In the Matter of the License o f  Timothy Williams, REA-2008-41 
DOCUMENTS SENT: Respondent's Motion for Reconsideration 
Notice of Hearing 
NOTES: 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This facsimile transmission, andlor the documents accompanying it, may contain 
confidential information belonging to the sender which is protected by the attorney/clie~tt privilege. The information 
is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient. you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure. copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of 
tbis information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify u s  immediately 
by telephone to arrange for return of the document?. 
J --- Original will no1 Soflow 
Original will follow 
By U.S. m i l  
By ovcmight mail: - Federal Express - U.P.S. 
BY 
* * * * *  
000 I34 
NOTE If you do not twelve the tom1 nuinbrr of p p  ~ndrcatcal please wntact S h a q  at 381.1 170 
LA NCE C. WASDEN 
A m O W E Y  GENE 
STEVEN L. OLSEN, ISB No. 3586 
Chef, Civil Litigation Division 
MICHAEL S. CLMOU, ISB No. 1625 
MELISSA N. MOODY, ISB No. 6027 
Deputy Atlomeys General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-00 10 
Telephone: (208) 334-2400 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8073 
BEIFOm THE BOARD OF REAL ESTATE APPWSERS 
STATE OF IDAHO 
In the Matter of the License of 1 
) 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, ) Case No. REA-2008-41 
License No. CCA- 193, 1 
) AFFIDAVIT OF 
Respondent. ) MARlABROWN 
1 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada 1 
I, Maria Brown, being first duly sworn, depose and say: 
1. 1 am employed by the Bureau of Occupational Licenses as a Technical 
Records Specialist I and have personal knowledge of and am competent to testify to the 
matters stated herein. 
2. One of my duties is to take and prepare minutes for meetings of the Idaho 
Board of Real Estate Appraisers (the Board). 
3. Attached hereto as Exhlbit A is a true and correct copy of the agenda for the 
Board's October 15 and 16,2007, meeting. 
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4. Anached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Mernormdum 
presented by Deputy Anomey General Michael S. Gihore to the Board on October 15, 
2007. As shown by Exbrbit B, the two cases that Mc. Cilmore presented to the Board on 
October 15,2007, were Case No. REA-2008-40 and Case No. MA-2008-4 I .  
5. Attached hereto as E*bit C is a true and correct copy of the Minutes of the 
October 15 and 16, 2007, Board meeting. On the second page of the IVIinutes, 1 
inadvemntly stated that Mr. Cilrnore presented Case No. EA-2008-40 and Case No. 
WA-2008-3, when actually Mr. Gilmore presented Case No. REA-2008-40 and Case No. 
REA-2008-41. Case No. WA-2008-3 involved a mitigation hearing that was held before 
the Board on October 16,2007. 
This concludes my affidavit. 
Maria Brown 
SU~SCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 3&& day of June, 2008. 
Notmy Public for Idaho 
My Comission Expires: , ac 1 2  
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I HEmBY CERTIFY that on this ,2008, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by th had to: 
Kirnbell D. Courley 
Trout, Jones, Gledhill, F u h m ,  P. A. 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, IT) 83701 
Jean R. Urmga 
UWCA & UWGA 
P.O. Box 1678 
Boise, ID 83701-1678 
BUS. Mail 




~ u . s .  Mail - u I-Iand Delivery 
Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 
C] Statehouse Mail 
Deputy Attorney General 
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IDANO REAL ESTATE APPRAISER 330- 
Bureau of Occupational Licenses 
Boise, Idaho 
PAUL J. MORGAN - CHAIR 
PATNCU LENTZ 
STANLEY D. MOE 
MCK ALAN B A C m I E R  
mNNETEI NUHN 
BOARD mETIING AGENDA 
October ~ 5 ' ~  &ltith, 2007 
9:00 a.m. Roll Call 
Approve minutes of 8/28/2007 through 8/29/2007, and 9/2 112007 
Bureau Staff 
Tana Cory, Bureau Chief 
Legislative Report 
Budd Hetrick, Deputy Bureau Chief 
Financial Report 
Investigative Report 
Mike Gilmore, Deputy Attorney General 
Memorandum 
Stipulation And Consent Orders 
Roger Hales, Administrative Attorney 
Discussion and Review of CEU Final Orders 
1 :00 p.m. or there after Mitigation Hearing: 
Thomas D. Singleton / REA-2007- 10 1 
William M c C m  / REA-2007-34 
1011 6/2007 900  a.m. or there after Hearing: 
Lois Chandler / REAi2008-3 
New Business 
1. N O  conference update 
2. New AQB exam I score reporting 
3. Correspondence from Gary Koutnik / Petitions 
4. Notification of new AQB requirements 
5.  CGA Work Samples 
6.  Probation Work Logs 
7. Email from Jeff Wood 
8. Plaque for Mr. Morse 
Old Business 
1. Proposed Law change for 2009 session 
2. Revised renewal processiCE 
3. To Do List 
4. Depreciation Analysis Example 
Other Agenda Items 
1. Provider Applications 
2. CE Audits 
3. Applications 
4. Wall Certificates 
5. Board Business 
6. November Board Meeting? 
To: Board of Real Estate Appraisers 
CC: Tana Cory, Chief, Bureau of Occupational Licenses 
Budd Hetrick, Deputy Bureau Chief 
FROM: Michael S. Gilmore, Deputy Attorney General 
DATE: October 9, 2007 
RE: Recommended Action on Disciplinary Complaints 
Allegation: Respondent used comparables in another town that inappropriately 
increased the estimated market value. 
Facts: Respondent, an LRA, prepared the appraisal on August 25, 2005, and 
valued the new construction subject property at $830,000. Respondent informed the 
investigator that he used the "Sales Price" on the "Cost Breakdown" sheet fiom the 
builder ($797,384) as the suggested price and thought that the property was pre-sold, but 
had no data in h s  file regarding any sales agreement. The appraisal valued the land at 
$150,000 in the cost approach, even though the property sold on March 2, 2005, for 
$84,000, which was not disclosed in the report, and again for $105,000 on March 3, 
2005. Respondent stated that "the sale of vacant land does not have to be disclosed in the 
home appraisal report." 
As to the comparables, Respondent informed the investigator that although the two 
towns are different markets, there was not a location value difference between them in 
2005. Respondent also stated that the lender authorized him to use comparables fiom the 
second town because there were no comparables in the subject property's town. 
Respondent stated: "I could not find comps to make that value and [the lender] said to 
try [the second town] so I did . . . I was getting pushed." The investigator located three 
properties in the subdivision next to the subject's subdivision, less than 3/10 of a mile 
apart, that Respondent could have used as comparables. Regarding those properties, 
Respondent stated that he could not use them because they would not have produced the 
value the lender needed and he did not believe that the lot values were as high as the 
subject's lot. When asked to clarify h s  remarks to the investigator in a written statement, 
Respondent stated that, based on the builder's cost breakdown, he indicated a projected 
sales price of $797,384. Respondent stated that the lender inkcated t h s  was a target 
value, but just said for him to do his best and that the lender did not say there had to be a 
certain value achieved. 
A pro review found: 
* Ethics Rule and Standard 2: 
Respondent's report appears to achieve a predetermined value. 
Comparable tit1 was a proposed construction from Respondent's files which 
was not a sale transaction, but Respondent used it as a sale and used an 
unsupported or undocumented sale price. 
* Respondent indicated in the comments section that the location, site and 
view considerations had been combined into one adjustment in the site 
c o l m ,  but no site adjustments were made to any of the comparables when 
there should have been different adjustments made to each fcomparables 
site value. For example, one of the comparables was riverfront property, 
but the subject was not. 
* The gross living area of the comparables was adjusted at $30 per square 
foot, which was just over 20% of the cost assigned to the subject in the cost 
approach ($145 per square foot). A typical cost per square foot would be 
$60-70 for a home of this quality; using the lower figure of $30 cause the 
line adjustments across the board to be approximately $20,000-30,000 
lower. 
Respondent represented in the Sales Comparison Approach and the 
comment addendum that the comparables chosen were weighted equally 
and best indicated the subject's value. Respondent stated that he was 
unable to bracket the subject's square footage, and his comparables best 
represented the subject in this limited area, where higher priced homes are 
not sold through the MLS. This is misleading and MLS-listed sales within 
the subject's immediate market area were ignored. 
Standard 1-l(c) and 2-l(a): The report stated the wrong city for the subject 
property's mailing address; the appraisal was represented as a purchase when 
in fact it was a loan for a spec home; the "sales price" was taken from the 
builder's cost breakdown; the neighborhood comments state the "neighborhood 
is comprised of a variety of housing styles, typically reflecting average quality" 
but fails to discuss the subject would be constructed to superior quality; and 
there was no supporting documentation that the subject was not in flood zone. 
Standard 1 -4(h): The report had insufficient supporting documentation (which 
was in the work file); a new construction information form and cost breakdown 
were in the work file, and no plans or specifications were provided or other 
documentation were in the report. 
Stmdard 1-4(h)(iii): Respondent provided insufficient data to support the cost 
per square foot assigned in the cost approach. The cost breakdown provided 
by the builder had questionable items that needed explanation and that should 
have been documented in the work file; for example a "realtors cost" of 
$47,843 and an additional cost penciled in of $67,089 with no explanation; 
there is a lack of information to support the $145 per square foot assigned to 
the dwelling, as well as the landscaping of $4 1,000. 
Standard 1-5(b): The report indicates no prior sales of the subject in the past 
36 months; however, the subject site was sold on March 3, 2005, for $105,000. 
Recommendation: Based upon the pro review, it appears that the report contains 
USPAP violations. Respondent has had no prior discipline. Therefore, this office recom- 
mends that the Board authorize t h s  office to negotiate a consent order with Respondent 
whereby Respondent is ordered to pay a $750 fine and investigative costs and attorney 
fees of $1,125, take an appropriate course on the sales comparison and cost approaches as 
well as a 15-unit National USPAP course, and is placed on probation for one year. 
2. FZEA-2008-41 (Three Complaints Against Respondent) 
a. Complaint #I 
Allegation: Respondent (1) accessed a computerized bidding system under 
another appraiser's (a competitors) name and password without authorization, (2) signed 
appraisal certificates as having personally inspected subject properties when he had not, 
(3) failed to maintain as file copies signed copies of reports and certificates, (4) failed to 
provide copies of reports and work files to co-authors of the reports, (5) failed to provide 
copies of reports and work files to the investigator, and (6) signed a co-author's name to a 
report without authorization from the co-author. 
Facts: (1) An appraiser from another fm informed the investigator that in 2004 
his firm's bid awards from a particular client dramatically dropped. The appraiser called 
the client and was informed that he was frequently underbid by a small amount or by the 
turnaround time. The appraiser received an anonymous phone call suggesting that he 
look at a March 2003 deposition of Respondent. In that deposition, Respondent admitted 
that he had logged on to the client's system as the other appraiser. Respondent's former 
business partner informed the investigator that he confronted Respondent regarding this 
issue, and Respondent admitted that he had logged on inappropriately approximately 12 
to 15 times. In addition, a former employee informed the investigator that he had 
witnessed Respondent log onto the system under the other appraiser's name. The client 
has since changed its computer system to ensure security. 
(2) The investigator discovered at least 36 appraisals that Respondent had signed 
as having made a personal inspection of the propem when, according to the co-authors 
of the repo~s ,  Respondent did not inspect the propem when the co-author inspected the 
property, and Ihe co-authors were not aware that the Respondent ever inspected the 
propedies. When first interviewed by the investigator, Respondent stated that 50% of the 
time he did an interior inspection and 50% of the time he relied on the interior photos 
taken by the associate, but claimed that 99.9% ofthe time he at least drove by the subject 
and that, as long as be is familiar enough with the property through photos and 
documents, he can sign the certificate as having seen the property. In a conversation with 
the investigator at a later date, Respondent agreed that "personal inspection" means 
physically looking at the property, not just lookmg at documents and photos. 
(3) Respondent was unable to provide the investigator with copies of reports and 
work files for approximately 7 properties, and the copies that Respondent did provide 
failed to contain signed copies of the reports and certificates. 
(4) A former employee of Respondent had to sue Respondent to eventually receive 
copies of reports that he had co-authorized. 
(5) The investigator was unable to obtain copies of at least seven reports from 
Respondent. 
(6) Respondent denied ever signing any name to any report other than his own, 
and the investigator was unable to obtain a copy of the report that Respondent had 
allegedly signed as the co-author. 
A pro review found: 
Ethics Rule, Conduct: 
Respondent admitted that he used a competing appraiser's password to 
access a client's bidding process. Respondent did not "promote the public 
trust or observe the highest standards of professional ethics" as required by 
this rule and accessed the competition for "accommodation of personal 
interest" which is prohibited by this rule. 
Associate appraisers reported lack of inspections by Respondent and the 
work files fail to contain support that Respondent in fact conducted the 
inspections. Respondent violated the public trust and was again 
"accommodating a personal interest." He also "communicated assignment 
results in a misleading and fraudulent manner" in violation of this rule. 
Ethics Rule. Recordkeeping: Respondent was unable to provide reports and/or 
work files for several properties. 
Standad 1 - 1 (c) and 2- 1 (a): Respondent cedified inspections but tbe work files 
do not contain any proof that Respondent personally inspected the properties. 
* Standard 2-3: Many of the copies of files submitted by Respondent to the 
investigator do not contain a signed certification by Respondent, or contained a 
blank certification and a signed certification (provided later according to the 
investigator). 
The violations of USPAP also show violations of Idaho Code tj 54-4107(c) and 
--(e) and r j  54-4 109. 
Allegation: Respondent prepared an appraisal report $1 million over value, failed 
to mention the offer was $1 million over list price, failed to discuss or analyze the lack of 
sewer or water to the property, used improper comparable adjustments, and failed to 
adjust accurately for time. 
Facts: The subject property consists of two adjoining parcels in a resort area, one 
63-acre parcel and one 5-acre parcel with a house and a shop. The 5-acre parcel was 
listed for $1.2 million on May 25, 2005, and the 63-acre parcel was listed on October 26, 
2004, for $2,520,000. On September 22, 2005, Respondent and an associate appraiser 
completed an appraisal of the entire 68 acres and assigned a market value of $5.1 million. 
A pro review found: 
Standard 1 - 1 (b): 
The history omitted the listing on the 63-acre site of $2,520,000 in October 
2004 (65% of the subsequent contract). The sales grid included a listing at 
$2,835,000 on October 26, 2004, for the 63 acres with multiple buyers 
bidding on the property. A listing increase dated September 2005 to the 
$3,900,000 price was in the work file but not mentioned in the report. In 
addition, there were other transactions during the previous 2-year period 
that were not reported. 
The report stated that the local sewer district was across the road from the 
subject and sales with water and sewer access were considered similar. The 
work file indicated and independent research indicated that sewer would 
not be available to the subject until 2007 and was two miles away from the 
subject at the time of the appraisal. Adjustments should have been included 
to reflect the market reaction for lack of sewer service. 
Standard 1-2(e)(i): The location of the sewer was incorrectly addressed, 
misrepresenting the property's attributes. 
8 : Without analyzing the sewer extensions and potential 
approvals, it was difficult to tell the value of the property, resulting in a 
misleading report. 
: Absence of utility adjustments and excessive time 
adjustmenb in the sales comparison grid (+45% annually) without support are 
violations of this standard. 
Standard 1-4(e): After analyzing the parcels separately thoughout the report, 
Respondent inconectly assernbled the 63 acres and the 5 acres at $75,000 per 
acre (or $5,100,000). 
* Standard 1-5(a): Although Respondent reported the current offer and listing, 
offers and rejection within the previous 12 months should have been 
considered "current" and reported. 
Standard 2-l(a) and (b): With the lack of disclosure of the history of the 
subject, unsupported time adjusments and lack of sewer adjustments, the final 
value estimate is misleading. A per acre value range of $40,000 to $565,217 
and a comparable size range of .23 to 100 acres on one gnd makes it difficult 
to understand the $75,00O/acre reconciled value for both parcels combined. 
The most similar sized sales to the 63-acre parcel were at $40,000 and $45,000 
per acre. There was no discussion of the reconciliation of the five-acre 
commercial portion of the property. 
Ethics Rule, Conduct: There is insufficient information within the report to 
justifjr the $5.1 million value provided. The analyses were misleading, in 
violation of the ethics provision for conduct. 
c. Complaint #3 
Allegation: Respondent prepared an appraisal that contained numerous USPAP 
violations resulting in a substantial initial underestimation of value, w l c h  was corrected 
with no reference to the first estimation of value. 
Facts: The subject property was a location with one retail business. The copy of 
the engagement letter from the client provided to the investigator by Respondent listed 
the property rights to be appraised as "fee simple," but was lined out and the words 
"leased fee via [name of client's employee]" handwritten in. On March 10, 2006, 
Respondent and an assistant completed an appraisal and assigned an "as is leased fee 
market value" of $525,000. According to Respondent, the "leased fee" classification was 
a miscommunication between the client and the borrower, and the property was re- 
appraised as "fee simple" and additional review concerns were addressed with the client. 
On August 8, 2006, another appraisal was issued, with the effective date of March 10, 
2006, with an assigned "as is fee simple market value" of $675,000. motably, a copy of 
the engagement letter is attached to both appraisals and shows the property right to be 
appraised as "fee simple" and not lined out with handwritten "lease feeY'as in the copy of 
the engagement letter in the work file.) According to Complainant, the value conclusion 
in the second appraisal is reasonable but still contains numerous errors. 
A pro review found: 
Standard 1- l(b1: 
There were two appraisal prepared for the same client and same property 
with an effective date of March 10, 2006; one was appraised in leased fee 
estate with an estimated value of $525,000 and one was appraised with a 
fee simply estate with an estimated value of $675,000. The first was done 
in March 2006 and the second in August 2006. The first appraisal included 
tbe current lease information at $14.05 per square foot until February 2007. 
The second report states "The reader should note that the conclusions to the 
fee simple estate presented w i t h  this report ignores the current lease 
contract." The Income Approach in the second report appraised at $16 per 
square foot with no explanation regarding the terns of the current lease still 
in effect. In addition, the report did not mention the borrower or the 
pending sales agreement. 
There are numerous errors within each of the reports and confusion as to 
the sales and lease comparables included, which changed between the two 
reports (same effective date). For example, the square footage matches the 
assessors figures, but differs from the plat, five of the six comparable in the 
first report were multi-tenant rather than single tenant and significantly 
larger, and ages of the comparables were not adjusted for. A second 
inspection and updating the effective date of the appraisal would have been 
in order to remove confusion. 
* Standard 1-5(a]: The lender reported a different owner than who the assessor 
and Respondent reported as owner, and it appears as if there may have been a 
pending sale, but the report does not mention the borrower or the pending sale. 
Standard 2-l(a) and (b): Without a reference in the second report to it being a 
revision and/or an updated report, the two appraisals are misleading ($150,000 
apart in the value estimate). Comparables, lease information and the estate 
valued (leasehold vs fee simple) are different between the hYo reports without 
any explanation. In addition, Respondent's assistant signed the reports as 
"Associate Appraiser" but was not a licensed appraiser at the time. 
Ethics Rule, Conduct: Respondent did not perform the appraisal in a 
competent manner or in accordance with USPAP. The original appraisal was 
reviewed by another appraiser, then an updated appraisal was done to correct 
problems within the original report. The errors occwed in the lack of 
disclosure to the reader regadkg updates, revisions, appraiser roles, interest 
appraised, comparable sales, lease infomation, bo~ower  and pending sales 
infomation, if any. The two reports are misleading and neither appear to 
provide a reliable value estimate. 
Recommendation: Based upon the pro review, it appears that at least two reports 
contain nurnerous USPAP violations. More significantly, however, was Respondent's 
fraudulent use of a client's computerized bidding system to undermine a competitor's 
bids, as well as his reporting that be had personally inspected properties that he had not 
inspected. Respondent has bad no prior discipline. The investigator offered Respondent 
a voluntary surrender of hs license, and Respondent refused to voluntarily surrender. 
Therefore, this office recommends that the Board authorize this office to file a complaint 
against Respondent. Costs in this case fiom the investigation and pro reviews alone are 
approximately $7,200. 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
Bureau of Occupational Licenses 
1109 Main Street, Suite 220 
Boise, Iddho 
(208) 334-3233 
Minutes of October 15-1 6,2007 
MEMBERS: Paul J. Morgan - Chair 
Stanley Moe, Board Member 
Rick Bacheier, Board Member 
Patricia Lentz, Board Member 
Kenneth Nuhn, Board Member 
BUREAU STAFF: Tana Cory, Bureau Chief 
Roger Hales, Administrative Attorney 
Mike Gilrnore, Senior Deputy Attorney General 
Maria Brown, Technical Records Specialist I 
ALSO PRESENT: Russell R. IVallace 
Meeting called to order by Board Chair, Paul Morgan at 9 0 2  a.m. 
ROLL CALL 
Paul J. Morgan - Present 
Stanley Moe- Present 
Rick Bachmeier- Present 
Patricia Lentz- Present 
Kenneth Nuhn- Present 
Mr. Nubn, Board Member, introduced himself to the Board and shared his background and 
experience. 
The Board reviewed the 8/28/2007 through 8/29/2007, and 9/21/2007 minutes. 
Moved by Mr. Moe to approve the 8/28/2007 through 8/29/2007 minutes as written. Seconded by 
Ms. Lentz, motion carried. 
Moved by Mr. Moe to approve the 9/21/2007 minutes as written. Seconded by Ms. Lentz, motion 
canied. 
Ms. Cory, Bureau Chief, introduced the Board to Mr. Dave Hotchkrss, Case Manager for the 
hvestigative Unit. 
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE WCOMbXENDATIONS 
Mr. Gilmore, Senior Deputy Attorney General presented a reco~mendation for case: REA-2008- 
40. After review the Board agreed with the recomendations from the Office of the Attorney 
General. 
Mr. Gilmore presented a recommendation for case: REA-2008-3. After review the Board agreed 
with the recomendations from the Office of the Attorney General. 
Mr. Morgan recused hirnself &om discussion and voting on case numbers REA-2005-7 and REA- 
2008-24. 
BOARD VICE C E X A I m N  NOMINATION 
Moved by Ms. Lentz to nominate Stan Moe as 'Vice Chairman of the Real Estate Appraiser Board. 
Seconded by Mr. Bachrneier, motion camed. 
FOlUMi4.L DISCIPLINARY ACTION: 
Mr. Gilmore presented the Board a Stipulation and Consent Order for REA-2005-7 and REA- 
2008-24. 
It was moved by Ms. Lentz to reject the Consent Order as presented. Recommending the same 
terms as outlined in the signed Consent Order in 
addition to 30 hours Sales Comparison, 1 year probation, and submission of quarterly logs. 
Mr. Gilmore presented the Board a Stipulation and Consent Order for REA-2007-54. 
It was moved by Ms. Lentz to accept the Consent Order REA-2007-54 and authorize the Board 
Chair to sign on behalf of the Board. 
Seconded by Mr. Bachrneier, motion carried. 
Mr. Gilmore presented the Board a Stipulation and Consent Order for REA-2008-33. 
It was moved by Ms. Lentz to accept the Consent Order WA-2008-33 and authorize the Board 
Chair to sign on behalf of the Boad. 
Seconded by Mr. Bacheier ,  motion carried. 
EXECUTIm SESSION 
Moved by Ms. Len& that the Board enter executive session to discuss stipulations and consent 
orders exempt Grorn public disclosure per 9-340C, 
Idaho Code. Seconded by Mr. Nuhn, motion carried. 
Moved by Ms. Lentz that the Board enter regular session. Seconded by hk. N u b ,  rnotion carried. 
Mr. Morgan, Chairman of the Board, gave the board an overview of the topics discussed during the 
AARO conference. The topics included the following items: Score reporting for the new AQB 
exam beginning 1/1/2008, experience logs for Certified General Appraiser applicants, and the 
availability of Federal grants to states for resolving cases. 
CORRESPONDENCE 
The Board discussed a letter froin Gary Koutnik listing concerns with Idaho's current Real Estate 
Appraiser continuing education requirement and three petitions requesting changes to the current 
requirement and procedures. The Board asked Patti Lentz to write a response letter on behalf of the 
Board and forward it along with Mi. Koutnik's letter and petitions to be linked to the minutes. 
The Board discussed an email from Jeff Wood requesting additional time to complete a course due 
to discipline. 
Moved by Ms. Lentz to extend the disciplinary educational requirement for 6 months. The course 
must be in a classroom face to face with an instructor. No online course will be approved or 
considered. The Board secretary is to respond to Mi. Wood's email. Seconded by Mr. Moe, motion 
carried. 
FINANCUL REPORT 
Mr. Hetrick, Deputy Bureau Chief, presented the financial report which indicates a balance 
of $140,960.26 as of 9/30/2007. 
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT 
Mi. Hetrick presented the investigative report. 
For Board Determination: 
Case number MA-P3-1-2002-23: Fallowing review, it was moved by Ms. Lentz to accept the 
Bureau's recommendation for closue. Seconded by Mr. Bacbmeier, motion carried. 
Case number =A-P3-3-2006-17: Following review, it war; moved by Mr. Moe to accept the 
Bureau's recommendation for closure. Seconded by Ms. Lentz, motion carried. 
DISCIPLINARY LOGS 
The Board discussed the procedure for reviewing logs due to discipline. 
Moved by Ms. Lentz to revise the current Experience Log to include Value Estimate. Seconded by 
Mr. Moe, motion carried. 
Mr. Hales, Administrative Attorney explained that the purpose of reviewing the logs is to educate 
the Appraiser of any items of concern found within the logs for whch the individual was 
disciplined for. 
BOARD BUSINESS 
Moved by Ms. Lentz to send Ed Morse a plaque listing time of service on the Board. Seconded by 
Mr. Nuhn, motion carried. 
The Board broke for lunch at 11:55 a.m. 
The Board returned and called the meeting back to order at 12:45 pm. 
MITIGATION HEARINGS 
Mr. Gilmore discussed the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommended Orders 
issued by the Hearing Officer for Case Numbers 
REiA-2007- 10 1 and REiA-2007-34. 
PROPOSED RULE AND LAW 
The Board discussed proposed rules and laws sent to the Legislature. 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Moved by Mr. Bachmeier that the Board enter executive session to review applications which is 
exempt from public disclosure per Idaho Code 67-2345 (1) (d). Seconded by Ms. Lentz, motion 
camed. 
Moved by Ms. Lentz that the Board enter regular session. Seconded by Mr. Bachmeier, motion 
carried. 
The Board meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m. 
DATE: October 16,2007 
MEMBERS: Paul J. Morgm - Chair 
Rick Bacheier, Board Member 
Stan Moe, Board Member 
Patricia Lentz, Board Member 
Kenneth Nuhn, Board Member 
B W A U  PRESENT: Tana Cory, Bureau Chief 
Maria Brown, Technical Records Specialist I 
Meeting called to order by Board Chair, Paul Morgan at 8:58 a.m. 
ROLL CALL 
Paul J. Morgan - Present 
Stanley Moe- Present 
Rick Bachrneier- Present 
Patricia Lentz- Present 
Kenneth Nuhn- Present 
MITIGATION HEARXNGS 
Mr. Gilmore discussed the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommended Order issued 
by the Hearing Officer for Case Number REA-2008-3. 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Moved by Mr. Bachmeier that the Board enter executive session to discuss the stipulation and 
consent order exempt f'rom public disclosure per 9-340C, Idaho Code. Seconded by Mr. Moe, 
motion carried. 
Moved by Mr. Moe that the Board enter regular session. Seconded by Ms. Lentz, motion carried. 
MITIGATION HEARINGS 
REA-2007-10 1 : Moved by Mr. Moe to dismiss case number REA-2007- 10 1 with an advisory 
letter outlining the continuing education requirement drafted 
by the Office of the Attorney General. Seconded by Mr. Nuhn, motion carried. 
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It was moved by Ms. Lentz that all h a r e  Consent Orders include a statement that courses in the 
Order may not be taken online. AII courses must be taken in a classroom face to face. Seconded by 
Mr. Bacheier ,  motion carried. 
CONTmUING EDUCATION AUDITS 
The Board asked that the Office of the Attorney General use the first tier in all good faith 
efforts. 
The Board discussed options to inform the public of audit dates. The website has now been 
updated to give an example of how audit dates are selected. A letter was sent to all Idaho 
Real Estate Appraisers informing them of the continuing education requirement. The Board 
would like staff to draft an insert to be sent with all renewals explaining continuing education 
audits and the importance of completing the education prior to submitting the renewal form. 
NEW AQB WQUImMENTS 
The Board directed staff to send a mass email to all Idaho Real Estate Appraisers informing 
them of the segmented approach. 
FUTURE BOARD RlIEETLNGS 
The Board scheduled the next Board meeting on 11/19/2007. The Board will not be meeting 
on 12/28/2007. 
PROVmER APPLICATIONS 





REPORT WRITING & VALUATION ANALYSIS 
INCOME VALUATION OF SMALL, MIXED USE 
PROPERTIES 
MCKISSOK LP MADE IN AMERICA, FACTORY BUILT HOUSING (ONLINE) 
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND 
URBAN DEVELOPMENT FHA BASICS 
NBI, INC. DBA NATIONAL BUSINESS LAND USE LAW: C-NT ISSUES M SUBDIVISION, 
INSTITUTE ANNEXATION, AND ZONING 
LIGHTWORKS INSTITUTE LLC RESIDENTIAL SALES COMPARISON 
WA CHAPTER A S F m  2007 FALL MEETING 
ASFMRA - WA CHAPTER 
LIGHTWORKS MSTlTUTE LLC 










LIGHTWORKS INSTITUTE LLC 
LIGHTWORKS INSTITUTE LLC 
LIGHTWORKS INSTITUTE LLC 
LIGHTWORKS INSTITUTE LLC 
LIGHTWORKS INSTITUTE LLC 
LIGHTWORKS INSTITUTE LLC 
LIGHTWORKS INSTITUTE LLC 
RESIDENTIAL SITE VaUATION AND COST M12ROACH 
T ANALYSIS & HIGHEST AND BEST USE 
MTRODUGTlON TO THE APPROACKES TO VATUE FOR 
RURAL APPMISAZ, 
MTEMEDIATE APPROACHES TO VALUE FOR RURAL 
APPRAISAL 
mTRODUCTION TO THE APPROACHES TO VALUE FOR 
R r n L  APPRAISAL, 
R\ITEMEDIAE APPROACI-TES TO VALUE FOR RURAL 
APPRAISAL 
ADVANCED APPROACHES TO VALUE FOR RUR4L 
APPRAISAL 
ADVANCED APPROACHES TO VALUE FOR R W L  
APPRAISAL 
REAL ESTATE FMANCE, STATISTICS, AND VALUATION 
MODELING 
RESIDENTIAL SALES COMPARISON & INCOME 
APPROACHES 
SCOPE OF WORK 
MORTGAGE FRAUD 
ADVANCED RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS AND CASE 
STUDIES 
7 HOUR USPAP UPDATE 
RESIDENTIAL INCOME APPROACHES 
RESIDENTIAL REPORT WRITMG 
FHA 7 VA THRIVING AND SURVIVING 
It was moved by Mr. Bacheier  that the Board approve the listed courses. Seconded by Ms. 
Lentz, motion carried. 
It was moved by Mr. Bachmeier that the Board deny the Columbia Institute course titled, 
"Survey of the Cost Approach"" Seconded by Ms. Lentz, motion carried. 
EXECUTNE SESSION 
Moved by Mr. Bacbrneier that the Board enter executive session to review applications 
which is exempt from public disclosure per Idaho Code 67-2345 (1) (d). Seconded by Mr 
Moe, motion carried. 
Moved by Mr. Moe that the Board enter regular session. Seconded by Mr. Bachmeier, 
motion camed. 
Moved by Mr. Bachmeier to approve the following applicants for 
examination: 




I jCRA * 
$ 
. . i 
Theresa /LRA 
Caywood f I i 
iscon Spencer [cRA 
. - -  - -, - - I 
Daniel 
:Oxford /CGA 1 
!Eric Wilson [CRA 
i~ustin Smith /cRA 
? - - -  " --- --. - 
Seconded by Mr. Moe, carried. 
Moved by Mr. Bachmeier to deny the remaining applicants pending further information. 
Seconded by Mr. Moe, motion carried. 
The Board meeting adjourned at 12:03 p.m. 
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Roger J. Hales fISB No. 37101 
Jmes  I t  Stoil [rss ~0.71821 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
A n o r n ~  atLaw 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 6 10 
Boise, CD 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-95 1 1 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-95 16 
JAN 0 5 2009 
J. UAVID MAVARRO, ClerP 
By A. LYKE 
DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Respondent 
THE DISTRICT COURT Of; THE F(WRTH JUDLC1A.L DISTmCT 
OF' TEE STATE OF IDARO, IN AJW FOR TWE COUNTY OF ADA 
TIMOTW WDiLLAMS, an individual, 
Case No. CV-OC- 082233 1 
Petitioner, 
STATE BOARD OF REAL ESTATE 
APPRAISERS, a deparfment within the state of 
Idaho, 
Respondent. 
COMES NOW, Respondent, STATE BOARD OF REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS. 
("Board"), by and through their attorneys, thc law finn of Nayior & Hales, P.C., and Petitioner, 
T M O T W  WILLLAMS, by and through his counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhnnari, P.A., 
and hereby stipulate and agree to the foltowing facts for purposes of Petitioner's Notice of Appeal 
and Petltion for Judicial Review of the Board's Final Order, entered November 6,2008 : 
1 .  That an investigation was conducted regarding Petitioner's appraisal business in 
response to allegations contained in a letter scnt to the Board by Brad Janoush, datcd 
January 20,2005 ('Varioush Investigation"). 
STIPULATION - I. 
That the 3anoush hvestigation was conduct& without a written sworn complaint. 
Tirnothy Williams argues that the lanmge "the Board's own motian" means upon 
formal IIkohon, second, and votc of the Board. The B o d  of I%d Estate Appraisers 
contends that the language "the Board's own motion" m a s  upon the Board's 
initiative. The part~es do not agree that the Janoush hvestigation was conducted 
without motion by the Board. The parties do agree that thc investigation was 
conducted without a formal motion, sccond, and vote of the Board. 
That a formal complaint was filed by the Board on or about Novmber 8,2007, based 
upon the completed Janoush hvestigation. 
DATED this f\ay o 2009. 
S ~ ~ I I ,  Of the Firm 
for Board of Real Estate Appraisers 
V 
DATED this 5 2009. 
TRQm JONES <;LEDHILL FUHIRMAN, P.A. 
STIPULATION - 2. 
u l  : ' i1:3~5uO"iIt: 15 FA'! 2 0 &  ThiilJT ,iTJtiE9 :g 
i NO. 
t 
4.M -*- - . 
Krmhi-11 D. Gourlcy, ISB No. 3 5 7 8  
Burt K. Wtllle, ISB No .  7720 
'TROUT * JONES *GLEDHILI, 6 FUt lK\&&N. P . h  
The gth rl;L Idaho Center 
225 Norlh 0" Street, Suite 820 
rw Bus: 1097 
Boise, ID 53701 
Telephonr:: (208) 33 1-1 170 
I-acslnrrle (208) 33 1-1 529 
hnomcys for Peritionclr Tilxlothy WilZianis 
TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
TIMOTHY N'ILLIAMS, an individual, 
) Case No.: CV OC 082231 1 
Petitioner. 
V S .  
1 
) OFtDER TO AUGMENT RECORII 
f S l ATE 0 1  IDAHO, BOARD OF REAL 
) ESTATE APPRAISERS, a drpatrnenr w l h n  ) 




In thc Matter of the License of: 1 
1 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS. 
License h o . CGA- 193. 1 
-- ) 
THIS MATTER having come befibre the CoLvt on Petitioner's h4ntion fbr Chdcr 
,4u_went Record. and good causc appearing therein, 
IT IS HEREHY ORDERED THAT the Agency Record m this matter i s  nupenttvl  t o  
1nr:lude those documents attached as Exhibit .4 to Petitioner's Motion for Order to A U ~ - ~ C I - I I  
Record. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
0RL)ER TO AUGMF.?n RECORD - 1 
DATED this o t  January. 2909. 
Honorable D Duff. McKee 
Semnr Dismct Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
+ 
i HEREBY CERTIFY that on h c  @ day of January, 2009, ii true stid correct copy or t l l i  
fix-egoing docment was served as follows: 
'950 Bannock Sr.. Ste. 6 10 
Michael S .  Gilrnore 
Busc. ID 53720-0010 
K~mbell D. Gourley 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FLXRMAN, P.A. 
, 225 N. 9& St. Ste. 820 
1 Bose, ID 83'701 
J. David Navarro 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
Roger J. Hales 
Jarnes R. Stoll 
NAYLOR & HAL 
Attorneys at Law 
[ISB No. 37 lo], rjh@naylorhales.com 
[lSB No. 7 1821, jrs@naylorhales.com 
,ES, P.C. 
950 W. Bmnock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-95 1 1 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-95 16 
Attorneys for Respondelit 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF' THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, an individual, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BOARD OF REAL ESTATE 




License No. CGA- 193 
Case No. CV OC 08 2233 1 
ORDER TO AUGMENT RECORD 
THIS MATTER having come before the Court upon the Stipulation of the parties, 
and for good cause shown, 
ORDER TO AUGMENT RECORD - 1. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT the Agency Record in this matter is augmented 
to include those facts enumerated in the Stipulation filed with this Court on January 5 ,  2009. 
Honorable D. Duff McKee 
Senior District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
4 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the Kday  of January, 2009,I caused to be served, by 
the method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
i 
Kimbell D. Gourley - ~ u . s .  Mail 
Trout, Jones, Gledhill, Fuhsrnan, P.A. - Hand Delivered 
225 N. 9th Street, Ste. 820 - Federal Express 
P.O. Box 1097 - Fax Transmission 
Boise, Idaho 83701 331-1529 
sam~nx Sb \ I  i 
b \w ' i%ies  v/LLs w e l t  ,?, . - * . t o  J. DAVID NAVARRO 
% ~ T & C  Sb BYST- CLERK OF THE COURT 
M \lBOL\Real Estate Appra~ser\W~ll~a~ns c Real Estate Appra~ser Bd\Plead1ngs\7496-02 Order to Augment Record 2 wpd 
ORDER TO AUGMENT RECORD - 2. 
FILED 
:- M- ---.--RM -- * ---- 
IN THE DISTRlCT COLJRT OF THE F0WTI-I JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
THE STATE O F  [DAHO, IN AND FOR T1-E COUNTY OF ADA 
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS, an individual, 
Petitioner, 
STATE OF IDAHO, BOARD O F  REAL 
ESTATE APPRAISERS, a department 
within the state of Idaho, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV OC 082233 1 
DECISION AND ORDER 
ON APPEAL 
For the reasons stated in open court on May 19, 2009, this Court finds no reason to 
disturb the decision of the Board of Real Estate Appraisers ("Board) in the above-entitled 
matter. This Court AFFIRMS the decision in all respects. Costs but no attorney fees are 
awarded to the Board. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 
Senior District Judge 
11. 
7' s a DErTSION AND ORDER ON ,.lPh"Er(tl, 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this 201h day of May, 1009, 1 mailed a true and con-cct copy of 
the within instrument to: 
BURT WILLIE 
TROUT JONES CLEDHILL FUHRMAN, PA 
PO BOX 1097 
BOISE, ID 83701 
JAMES R. STTOLL 
NAYLOR & HALES, PC 
950 W BANNOCK, STE 6 10 
BOISE, ID 83702 
MICHAEL S. GILMORE 
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
J. DAVID NAYARRO 
Kimbell D, Gourlcv. ISB No. 3578 
Burt R. Willie, I S ~ N ~ .  7720 
TROIITT I, JONES +GLEDHILL + FUI-IRMAN, P.A. 
'The 9" h Idaho Center 
225 North 9" Street, Suite 820 
P.O. Box 1 0 7  
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 33 1 - 1 170 
Facsimile: (208) 33 1 - 1 529 
J U N  3 0 i;gg 
Attorneys 'ior Petitioner Timothy Williams 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST.4TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
TIMOTHY W II,LIAMS, an indit idual, ) 
) Case No. CV OC 082233 1 
Petitioner, 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
VS. ) 
) 
) STATE OF IDAHO. BOARD OF REAL 
) ESTATE APPRAISERS, a department within ) 




In the Matter ctf the License of: ) 
TIMOTI-IY WILLIAMS, ) 
License No. CGA- 193, 
1 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, THE STATE OF IDAHO, BOARD OF REAL 
ESTATE APPRAISERS, AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, ROGER J .  HALES 
AND JAMES R. STOLL OF NAYLOR & HALES, P.C., 950 BANNOCK ST., STE. 610, 
BOISE, ID 83702, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
(1) The above named Petitioner Timothy Williams (hereinafter "Appellant") appeals 
against the above-named Respondent State of Idaho, Board of Real Estate 
Appraiser (hereinafter "Appellee") to the Idaho Supreme court from the: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
(a) Decis~on and Order entered in the above-entitled action on the 20"' day of 
May, 2009, by the Honorable Judge Duff McKee presiding. 
( 2 )  That Appellant has a right to appeal to the Iddho Supreme Court, and the ordcr 
described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order pursuant to Rule I.A.R. 
1 1 (a)( 1 1. 
(3) A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal that Appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent 
Appellant fi-om asserting other issues on appeal, are as follows: 
(a) The District Court erred in its conclusions of law; 
(b) The District Court erred in detemining that the Board of Real Estate 
Appraisers delegated its authority to the Idaho Bureau of Occupational 
Licenses to initiate an investigation against Mr. Williams; and 
(c) The District Court erred in determining that a sworn complaint or formal 
motion by the Board was not necessary to initiate an investigation into the 
alleged conduct of Mr. Williams. 
(4) An order was entered by the I-fearing Officer appointed by the Board of Real 
Estate Appraisers to seal a certain letter fiom the record. The District Court 
ranted Appellant's earlier Motion to make the letter a part of the record on 
appeal to the District Court. Appellant also requests that the letter in question 
become a part of the record on appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court. 
(5) The Appellant requests the preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript 
as defined in Rule 25(a) Idaho Appellate Rules for the hearing that occurred on 
May 19,2009. 
(6) The Appellant requests that those documents automatically included under Rule 
28 I.A.R. be included in the Clerk's Record. The Appellant further requests that 
the following documents be included: 
(a) May 20.2009, Decision and Order on Appeal 
(b) March 23, 2009, Petitioner's Reply Brief 
(c) March 2, 2009. Respondent's Brief 
(d) February 3, 2009, Petitioner's Brief on Appeal 
(e) January 22,2009, Order to Augment Record 
(t) January 12, 2009, Order to Augment Record 
(g) January 5, 2009, Stipulation Re: Agreement to Facts 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
fh) Decernher 23, 3008. Affidavit of Kimbell I). Courley in Suppot-t of 
Petitloner's Motion to A u p e n t  Record 
(i) Decernher 23, 3008, Petitioner" Motion to Augment Record 
(j) December 12,2008, Order to A u m c n t  Record 
(k) December 1 1 ,  2008, Certification of Agency Record 
(1) December 8,2008, Amended Notice of Appeal 
(m) November 2 1,2008, Notice of Appeal 
(n) Novetl~ber 6, 2008, Final Order 
(0) August 27,2008, Order on Pending Motions 
(p) August 25, 2008, Order vacating evidentiary hearing by stipulation of the 
parties 
(q) July 30, 2008, Order on Respondent's Pending Motions 
(r) Respondent's Motion for Reconsideration of the July 30, 2008 Order on 
Respondent's Pending Motions 
(s) State's Response to Respondent's Motions for Certilication and 
Reconsideration 
(t) Respondent's Motion to Dismiss All Allegations Not Supported by a 
Sworn Complaint or Motion by the Board of Real Estate Appraisers 
(u) Affidavit of Burt R. Willie in Support of in Support of Respondent's 
Motion to Dismiss all Allegations not Supported by a Sworn Complaint of 
Motion by the Idaho Board of Real Estate Appraisers 
(v) Affidavit of Kin~bell D. Gourley in Support of Respondent's Motion to 
Dismiss Complaint filed June 13,2008 
(w) Respondent's Motion in Limine in the Alternative to Complete Dismissal 
of the Complaint, filed June 13,2008 
(x) State's Opposition to Respondent's Motions to Dismiss and Motion in 
Limine 
(y) Affidavit of Budd A. Hetrick 
( L )  Affidavit of Maria Brown 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
(aa) Complaint, tiled November 8, 2007 
(7) 1 Certify: 
(a) That a copy of the Notice of.' Appeal has been served on the reporter of' 
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set 
out below: 
i .  Raeann Nixon 
C/O Judge McKee's Chambers 
200 I&!. Front St. 
Boise, ID 83702-7300 
(b) That the clerk of the district court: has been paid the estimated t-ke for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(d) That service has been made upon all pasties required to be served pursuant 
TROUT + JONES + GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAIV, P.A. 
By: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
37y4;,;7f i, / 
i i 
Kimbell D. ~ o u r l k  6f the Firm 
Attorneys for  della ant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the , 
ibregoing docurnent was sewed as follows: 
Roger J .  EIales 
J m e s  R. Stoll 
NAYL-OK 8i HALES. P.C. 
950 Bannock St., Stc. 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Michael S. Cilrnore 
Deputy Attorney General 
Civil Litigation Division 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise. ID 83720-001 0 
L(I First Class Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Faesilnile 
[ 1 Ovemi&t Delivery 
--- - 
hif First Class Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ 1 Facsimile 
[ ] Ovemi&t Delivery 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5 
Fax: 334-26 16 
Je Ufiti L iw;z.ik&%-, * >&i;df;* 
In the f uprerne Court of the State of Idaho 
* @PSm 




Board of Real Estate Appraisers 1 
Docket No. 36642 
Notice of Transcript Lodged 
Notice is hereby given that on July 3 1,2009, I lodged 
one (1) transcript, of a total of 36 pages in length, dated 
May 19,2008, for the above-referenced appeal with the 
District Court Clerk of Ada County, Fourth Judicial District. 
Susan M. Wolf, GSR No. 728 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICLAL DISTNCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
License No. CGA-193. 
.................................................. 
TLMOTHY W I L L W S ,  an individual, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
STATE OF PDAIIO, BOARD OF REAL 
ESTATE APPRAISERS, a department within 
the State of Idaho, 
Supreme Court Case No. 36642 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, 3. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the course of 
this action. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to the 
Record: 
1. Agency Record, received December 1 1,2008. 
2. Affidavit Of Kimbell D. Gourley In Support Of Petitioner's Motion For Order To Augment 
Record, filed December 23,2008. 
3. Petitioner's Brief On Appeal, filed February 3, 2009. 
4. Brief Of Respondents, filed March 2,2009. 
5. Petitioner's Reply Brief On Appeal, filed March 23, 2009. 
IN WITNESS W E W O F ,  I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said Court 
this 2 1st day of August, 2009. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
n\J THE DISTNCT C O m T  OF THE F O m T H  ICZAL DISTRICTOF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O m T Y  OF ADA 
TMOTHY W I L L M S ,  
License No, CGA-193. 
.................................................... 
TMOTHY W L L M S ,  an individual, 
Petitioner-Appellmt, 
STATE OF IDAHO, BOARD OF REAL 
ESTATE APPRAISERS, a department 
within the State of Idaho, 
Supreme Courl; Case No. 36642 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1, J. DAVID NAVARRO, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERKS RECORD AND REPORTER'S T W S C R I P T  
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
KIMBELL D. GOURLEY 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
9e IQ 2 2 a IL, 
Date of Service: 
JAMES R. STOLL 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOmTM J m T C W  DIISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AblD FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
TMOTHY W L L M S ,  
License No. CCA- 193. 
.................................................... 
TWOTHY WILLIMS, an individual, 
Petitioner- Appellant, 
STATE OF DAE-IO, BOARD OF REAL 
ESTATE APPRAISERS, a depantrnent 
within the State of Idaho, 
Supreme Court Case No. 36642 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true 
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
30th day of June, 2009. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
